
MOTOR HOME/CAMPER VAN CAMPING BASICS by Roger Urbaniak 

Camping outdoors was fun and adventurous for many years, but eventually through our aging process, 
the thought of sleeping on the hard ground especially when it might be cold or rainy, caused planned 
trips to be cancelled. We still liked to travel, so getting a camper van of some sort was our solution. We 
eventually chose a 2001 VW Eurovan Camper and over the next 17 years traveled backroads in all of the 
lower 48 states on our quest to see our country and get to know it a little bit better.  We loved the 
experience and would like to encourage others to try it. 

Choosing the right camper or motor home varies for each person and should be highly influenced with 
how you expect to use it.  We explored camper trailers that could towed with a sedan, be detached from 
our vehicle so we could drive without it, already assembled small towable units or one that could 
collapse and pop-up on our camping site.  We previewed larger motor homes, plus smaller vans.  We 
discovered the best way to see what we really wanted was to visit a major RV Show where a variety of 
models could be previewed all at once.  Considerations we composed were: gas mileage, ease of driving, 
ease of parking in town, refrigeration, shower and/or toilet, stove, storage, sleeping area, ability to 
move around, park it at home, # passengers?  Rent RV storage space, at what cost, security, and location 
of storage areas. Investigate if covenants allow you to park at your home, resale value, insurance & 
maintenance.  New or used? Mileage if used, maintenance records available? Insurance cost? Most 
important-how and how often do we expect to use it?  

For us, our Eurovan cost $15,000 with 15,000 miles on it, had A/C stove, shower (no toilet), refrigerator, 
pop up top, awning, slept 4, parks at normal metered city parking stall, could be parked at home in our 
carport and used as a second car, and got 20 miles per gallon using regular gas. We sold it for $23,000 in 
2018 with 192k miles on it.  It would likely sell now for $37k with that many miles and in similar good 
condition.  Over the years of use we noted that we did not cook often, didn’t use A/C since a fan and 
ventilation worked well,  elected to buy ice and camp in less expensive but often larger primitive 
camping spots, using lanterns and flashlights then, we seldom missed having our own toilet as campsites 
usually offered better facilities with less cramped quarters as well as warm showers. Being able to use 
our camper as our regular transportation too while parking it at home, saved us thousands of dollars.   

Frequency of use might dictate whether to purchase or rent.  Our Eurovan can now be rented for a week 
@ 195/day and if you only vacation in a camper once a year or less, this can save you money with no 
maintenance, insurance, storage fees.  Most RV dealers have rental programs also if you ask.  Private 
parties might even agree to some type of rental terms of you provide good insurance during your use?   

The cost of renting a camper might be more expensive that staying in a motel, but the experience is 
worth it.  Sometimes motels rent out during peak season too.  Camp at a remote site in the rain and 
listen to elk bugle right outside your door is an experience that is hard to match.  When you drive back 
roads, take the time to talk with fellow travelers on where they have been and where they are going as 
you share a hot dog or hamburger, it keeps you in touch with our country.   We loved the experience 
and hope that you will love it too.! 

   


